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Abstract. - The results of parameter measurements and computer control of cyclotrons 
at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems (LNP) , JINR, are given. Automatic systems for 
data aquisition and failure detection for the high current JINR phasotron, for beam 
phase control of the LNP electron cyclotron and of the isochronous cyclotron U-120M 
(Czechoslovakia), for optimal beam current adjustment of the LNP electron cyclotron 
are described. Technical data for the above mentioned systems are given. 

The automation of accelerators of differ
ent systems based on extensive employment 
of computers enables to speed up significant
ly the process of constructing and utilizing 
these machines and to attain the design pa
rameters within the minimum time. 

At the stage of constructing modern cycl
ic accelerators much effort is given to the 
formation of magnetic fields of complex to
pography. The automation of the process of 
magnetic measurements enables to reduce 
significantly the time of field shaping. A 
number of such systems have been developed 
and utilized in the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JINR 1-7). 

In the Laboratory there have been also 
developed and are being developed control 
systems for cyclic accelerators - isochro
nous cyclotrons and synchrocyclotrons. 

The data a uisition s stem about the s n-
c oc c otron mode 0 0 era lone - T e auto
matlc sys em 0 sync ocyc 0 ron control 
(ASSC) should deal with the following 
tasks 6,8): 

1. To give the operator on his request 
current information on the status of some 
accelerator unit. 

2. To store-up in the long time memory 
(magnetic tapes, discs) the data on the ac
celerator parameter changes within a long 
period of time (a month,a year) and to give 
the operator 8. sample of these data on his 
request. 

J. To warn the operator when the acceler
ator parameter is approaching the limit of 
the permitted value (ALARM-situation). 

4. To set the necessary mode of accelerat
or operation. 

5. To carry out the optimum adjustment of 
the accelerator basing on the following im
portant beam parameters: external beam in
tensity, the extraction coefficient, beam 
dimensions in some point of its trajectory 
and etc. The ASSC is being also made in 
CAI:IAC standard. 

Important problem is the provision of 
the ASSC with the necessary calculating 
power by means of selecting corresponding 
type and quantity of the control computers. 
The study of the list of problems solved by 
ASSC with taking into account the need for 
providing correspondence between the real 
ASSC speed of response, depending on the 
application of the CAMAC standard and of 
the given computer type, and the wanted ASSC 
speed of response has demonstrated that it 
is necessary to subdivide the information 
flow from the phasotron indicator field into 
several flows. Each of them will be process
ed by a separate micro-computer of "MERA-60" 
type joined to the central computer accord
ing to the radial principle. 

The task of accelerator optimum adjust
ment over some output parameter will be ac
complished with using a link with ES-1040 
computer. This link will be also used for 
exchanging data with the bank made on the 
ES-1040 computer. 

Distribution of the necessary ASSC comp
uting power between several computers will 
increase the speed of ASSC operation and 
will increase significantly its reliability 
and maintainability. 

Figure 1 presents the block diagram of 
the ASSC. It is evident from the diagram 
that total information flow from the ASSC 
indicator field is subdivided into flows 
coming from the following accelerator sub
systems: the system of magnetic field (shap
ing) and beam extraction (IF1 ); high frequ-
ency subsystems (IF2); vacuum, water cooling 
and radiation safety (IF4 ); ion sources and 
probes subsystems (IF

J
). 

Information flow from each accelerator 
subsystem passes through the signal reduc
tion equipment (SRE), the purpose of which 
is the reduction of signals from accelerator 
indicators, which differ by their character-
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istics, to the form necessary for CAMAC 
equipment. 

Figure 1 

ES -1040 

KEY TO THE CHART 

lOR - input-output register 
SRE - signal reduction equipment 
SC - system crate 
DC - distribution crate 
CC - controlling crate 
SPMS - signal precise measurement system 
SMAS - system of signal measurement in 

alarm situation 
SS - subsystem 

Central Computer is connected with the 
ES-1040-computer through a system crate (SC). 
The completely realized ALARM-system has 
the following functions: 

1. Informs the operator on the accelerat
or parameter deviation trom permissible 
values. Alongside with this the operator 
obtains information on the time a failure 
has occured, on the source of the failure 
and the list of erroneous parameters. 

2. By consecutive registering in time of 
ALARM information it defines the tendency of 
ALARM-situation development. The operator 
gets on the print or on the monitor screen 
information on the time sequence of ALAm~
events. 

J. Gives an advice to the operator on the 
possible ways of elimination of the occurred 
failures, indicates the necessary operations 
and the most advantageous sequence for carr
ing them out, informs the operator on the 
time within which he could correct the devia
tion, and on the list of units which should 
be switched off by the operator. 

4. Switches off automatically the errone
ous subsystem or its part by means of speci
al switch-off electronics. 

5. Analyses the ALARM situation and per
form the self correction of parameter devia
tions by means of a self-instruction system. 
The ALARM-system of the ASSC receives normal
i~ed signals from the accelerator indicators 

through the SRE of the ALARM-system. 

The system of information representation 
(SIR) supplies the accelerator operator with 
information in a compact and easy for under
standing form on the change in the accelerat
or parameters with time. 

SIR includes: microcomputer "MERA-6040", 
accelerator monitoring and control board 
and a CAMAC-crate with a set of units 
(blocks). 

s ruc ure over e rl p ase or lSOC 0-

nous c¥clotrons. - Another important charac
teristlc of acceleration mode is the depend
ence of the radius on the phase of the accel
erated bunch transit through the dee edge 
with respect to the accelerating high fre
quency voltage. This dependence reflects the 
state of the magnetic system, the degree of 
conformity of the real average magnetic 
field and the necessary isochronous field. 
It can be used for field correction aimed at 
achieving the necessary acceleration mode. 

Similar phase correction systems have been 
constructed and successfully operates on the 
electron cyclotron of the Laboratory of Nucl-

ear Problems, JINR 9) and on the isochronous 

cyclotron U-120M 10) 

A M-6000 computer is used in the system 
controlling the magnetic field of U-120M 
cyclotron. The system performs automatic 
measurement and correction of the transit 

phase with an accuracy of +20. 

This accuracy is provided for a<.., -part
icle beams with mean current of 1 uA and 
proton current 0.1 ~A when the ratio of 
particle bunch length to the transit time is 
20. In the system installed on the electron 
cyclotron of the Laboratory of Nuclear Prob
lems, JINR, a ES-1010-computer is usea. 

The problem of phase correction can be solv

ed by means of the random search method 11). 
This method is especially effective for the 
cases of phase dependence correction when 
they have small deviations from the necessary 

law (the order of +15-200 ). In this case the 
mean time of definIng the current additions 
is several time shorter than the time of find
ing them by the matrix reversal method which 
is of interest for the operation of the syst
em controlling the transit phase in the mode 
of stabilizing the assigned phase values in 
different points along the radius. 

The use of similar systems is most effect
ive with accelerators the particle energy of 
which can be smoothly changed in a wide range. 
Thus, the conduit of the beam to the extract
ion system takes place on reaching the first 
indicator during three-four cycles of magnet
ic field correction (Fig. 2). 

Current controlling at the injector output in 
a ring electron cyclotron. - The task to be 
solved most frequently by an operator is the 
optimization of beam parameters in the given 
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Figure :2 

o 9 10 

points of its trajectory by means of chang
ing some definite accelerator parameters. 

The time for solving this problem depends 
essentially on the operator experience and 
on the complexity of the binding function. 
The choice of a method for solving the opti
mization problem with u computer depends on 
the following factors: the characteristics 
of the used compute~, time und accurucy 
characteristics for the system of interro
gation and adjustment of accelerator para
meters. 

The optimization method which vie suggest 
in this paper has been tested at the inject
or of the ring electron cyclotron of the La-
bora tory of Euclear Problems, JHffi 12). Vert
ical type electron injector consists of an 
electron gun, focussing beam line and the 
rotary unit Vlhich brings the beam into the 
horizontul plane. 

In the injector a beam of electrons is mo
dulated at u frequency of f == 100 Ghz by 100 
~A long pulses and on passing the rotary 
unit it is indicuted on the pick-up electro
de, which transmitG the signal to the single 
pulse integrator. The mean value based on 8 
integrator indications is accepted as the 
current value of the electron beam. 

Current value at the output of the rotary 
unit - Ie has been optimized by means of 
4-parameters : focussing coil current 
- If; electrostatic track voltages - Utr ; 
rotary condenser vol tage - U0 rotary r. c. ' 
condenser voltage _ U e . r.c. 

The selected optimization method is a 
method of step-by-step approach to the optim
um of the wanted accelerator parameter vii th 
a constant step length in time of the 
search. The method does not require the know
ledge of the optimized process mathematical 
model and by its algorithm it is similar to 
the method used by the accelerator operator 
at the setting of the optimum mode of accel
erator operation. 

The block scheme of the communication unit 

binding the ES-1010 computer with the electr
on injector is presented in Fig. J, where 
Ri - the adjusted elements, in our case -
the power sources of some elements of the in
jector, ~i - controlling operation; Wio -
the given value; riie - the change introduced 

FiCjure 3 

FOCUSSING TRACK 

into the Given value by the computer, Xi -

adjustable parameters of the injector (If' 
® ,0) Utr.' Ur • c .' Dr • c • 1k - the current of ca-

thode source emission; IS - beam current at 
the out.(lut of the rotary unit (optimized pa
rameter) • 

Index i == I - corresponds to the regula
tion circuit If and i == 2 - the circuit of 

electrostatic track power regUlation - Utr ' 
i == J - power supply regulation circuit -

UE> r.c.' i == L1 - power supply regulation cir
cuit - Ue r.c. 

rihen the power supply of the injector is 
sVlitched on the operator adjusts it until 
there appears a beam at the output of the 
rotary lli'1it and sets the necessary operation 
mode for the electronic gun, ,'Ihich remain un
changed during optimization. In this case 
the injector adjusted parameters equal the 
following given values: 

where c i is the coefficient of the bond be

twe en rl i and xi. 

During current 18 optimization the ad-

justed purameters are changed consecutively 
by adding constant steps ~ ';;iE. The initial 
step is always made in the positive direct
ion of adjusted parameter Xi ch~'1ge. The di-
rection of later steps coinoide in 

sign of difference (xf - x~) where 

their 
1 . x. lS 
l 

the "i"-th value of the adjusted parameter 

in some intermediate point I, x~ - the "i"
th value of the adjusted parameter in the 
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point distanced by a step ~\'1iE from point 1. 

Note that here HiE = L:.6WiE t. O. Maximum 18 
is further searched for in the corridor 
2~V/iE , which is located in the direction 
opposite to the direction of the last step 
which has spotted the appearance of the max
imum. The search step in the indicated corri
dor has been 

4 
The IS maximum in the corridor 2.ll. 1,'!iE is 
searched for through simple scanning with a 
step of.ll. W~E and remembering the maximum 
value Ie which will be found as a result of 

it. If .ll. Ie / 6 \'l~E <.G (where G is the giv
en value, selected experimentally for each 
optimization track, and .6. IS is the Ie cur-
rent increase at the increase of HiE by one 
step 6 V/iE ) then the scanning is finished. 
Quantity xi corresponding to the obtained 
maximum Ie is established with a computer 
at the i-th injector power supply source. 

Maximum values Ie are compared before 
( II) and after ( III) completing each full 
optimization cycles over each of four param

I" - It eters. If <. E where E is the 
I' 

given quantity, tben the process is complet
ed. In the opposite case the cycle is renew
ed. 

In 50% of cases the maximum Ie ,obtain
ed by means of an automatic system was not 
less than the maximum obtained by the oper
ator at manual adjustment. Note that the 
number of optimization cycles until the 
maximum varied from 2 to 5 with mean cycle 
duration of 2 min. 
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